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CLUB NEWS
FROM CLUB CHAIRMAN ROGER BROWN, G3LQP Apologies that there
has been no Club newsletter for about 2 months.
Various reasons for its absence, the main one being that our
printer John, G4PEO, has been on a three and a half week
world trip (lucky guy), but now we are back in the groove so
the June issue should be on time.
As you saw from the last newsletter, there have been changes,
with a new secretary and a new newsletter editor.
Firstly, I want to offer sincere thanks to Bren, G4DY0, for
his efforts as secretary/newsletter editor - thank you, sir
-andwelcomJhFrad,G3HTAsthenwcrayd,of
course, Don Field, G3XTT, as the Club newsletter
compiler/editor. Thank you for taking on these tasks,
especially at comparatively short notice. At least the
changes mean we have kept it in the family (ie BT).
The new venture on March 8th at "Ye Olde Swan", Thames
Ditton, was a success I'm pleased to say, so much so that
it's going to be repeated. So the next "Thames Ditton do" is
on Saturday 14th June 1986. I hope the people who could not
come to the last one can do so this time! Meeting time will
be 1900 hours for 2015 dinner.
Another date for your diary is Saturday 19th July 1986. This
is the date for our yearly meeting. The time and venue will
be given in the next newsletter. It's not to be entitled AGM,
but a yearly review meeting. We have decided at our last two
meetings that we are an informal club, so the object of
meeting is for the appointed officers to review the past year
to members, for members to bring up any points raised, and to
discuss the present and future of the Club and the election
of new officers. Any suggestions for discussion at the
meeting can be forwarded to the secretary prior to the 19th
or on the day itself.
Activity is a little low at the present time which is
understandable, with so many high scores and generally poor
conditions. Some members have done remarkably well on LF this
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past winter - congratulations - even giving G2 Pacific United
of Cambridge, England some worthy opposition! Keep up th good
work, and I hope to join you next winter.
As you know our President, with his good lady (Nancy), is on
the move - rumour has it to an area to give G3HTA some
competition. Good luck Bill!
That's it for now. CU next month.
Roger, G3LQP

USSR (From "The DX Bulletin") K1KI's special newsletter on
amateur radio in Russia ("USSR Tidbits") notes that the
September issue of Radio, a Soviet publication, carried an
article called "Drunkenness and Sport - Incompatible". Tom
says it reflected the new Soviet leadership's desire to cut
down drinking in all areas of society. The article mentioned
preliminary rounds for the RSFSR Championships and that a
team from UA3P missed the opening because they were so drunk.
The team captain lost his Master of Sport title and several
team members lost the right to participate in future
competitions.

Related to that, translation of an article from Soviet
Patriot in the YCCC's newsletter Scuttlebut says "73 Soviet
stations broke the rules by crossing the bounds on the 160
and 80 metre bands during the WA, Y2 and CQ WW SSB contests;
among them were UZ6LWZ, UZ2FWA, UW9AF and many more
well-known club stations as well as individual stations.
Certain stations systematically worked outside of their bands
and sub-bands.

FROM G4DY0 Here is an extract from a letter I received last
week. There is insufficient room to publish it in DXNS

"Many DXers will be disappointed to know that, for a short
while at least this week, they may have had the chance to
work a new "DXCC" country in Europe. During the evening of
the 1st April, on 20 metres SSB, the newly independent
country of "Sala" which, it would appear, lies between France
and Spain, was activated by its ruler, King April the First.
The callsign was 10F4 and the "ruler" of the new country was
to be heard working a tremendous pile-up to most parts of the
USA.
"It was reported on the air that many well-known top US DXers
were very keen to QSO with this new country and QSLs were to
be handled via the bureau. King April was never short of
contacts, although most seemed to be with Ws and Ks.
"During the course of his operation, he did give full details
of the date and emphasised that he was King April 1st. After
about 20 minutes the band started to drop out to N.America
but the Ws kept reminding each other of the date - without
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much effect! Once the band was dead to N.America, King April
vanished to be replaced immediately by Paul, F6xx, who
explained the position and that he did not want dollars/IRCs
sent by anyone! At the end he did manage a couple of contacts
with Ws who congratulated him on his fine performance and
wished him well."
DX SNIPPETS This is being written while listening to the
FOOXX expedition demonstrating how not to work Europe on 40
metre SSB. At the time of writing the only member I know to
have managed a QSO is Ian, G4LJF.
The G3XTT log for the last couple of months contains little
of great excitement apart from TI and XX on topband! However,
IOTA fans have been well rewarded with French expeditions to
Lerins Is, Cros Is, and Brehat Is, together with TF7,
St.Kilda (GMOCWR/P, worked on 160 and 80), and several more.
Should keep Roger busy when the cards start to roll in!
DXNS Calendar (courtesy of G4DY0):
till May 30
FH/F6DZD
till June
JW6HAA & JW5OCA
till June
TT8CW by F6AJN
till June 6th JW5E by LA2FFA
till June 30th TV6BFI
till late-July ON7IP/ST2
May 17-18
ARI International Contest
May 17-18
Michigan QSO Party
May 17-19
Isles Lerins, EU-58
May 18
HH Flag Day DX Party
May 19-28
3D2 by N5RM
May 21-?
BY stations by W2AO
May 23-26
GB4IOS, EU-11
May 23-Jun 2
CEOZ by GBOSWR?
May 24-25
CQ WW WPX CW Contest
May 25-31
GB2HI, Farne Islands?
June
S.Georgia?
June 10-13
CEOA by GBOSWR?
June 10-16
ZK1 by N5RM
June 14-15
S.American CW Contest
June 14-15
All Asia Phone Contest
June 17-25
F08 by N5RM
June 18-24
VR6, Henderson, by GBOSWR?
June 18-Dec 1 JW7FD, Bear Island
June 25-26
VR6, Pitcairn, by GBOSWR
July 1st
Canada Day Contest
July 4-24
ZK1 by GBOSWR?
July 5-6
YV SSB Contest
July 11-22
FP by K1RH/W1CCN
July 12-13
IARU HF Championship
July 26-27
Texas Armadillo Run
July 26-27
County Hunters CW Contest
July 26-27
YV CW Contest
July 26-Aug 3 KH8 by GBOSWR?
Aug?
EU-62, Vikna Is.
Aug 4-12
5W by GBOSWR?
Aug 9-10
European CW Contest
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CDXC MEMBER PROFILE - ROGER, G3LQP

As often asked by people during my "Radio Ham" days, "How did
you start in Ham Radio?" Like many things in life, by
accident. I started as a 13-year old schoolboy in the Welsh
valleys.
Was home from school with the 'flu, was tuning around the
short waves on an old broadcast receiver, when I heard a
local ham on 40 metres - AM in those days - kept listening to
him every day and, to keep a long story short, he turned out
to be Clive Pritchard, GW2BFD, who was the son of my Sunday
school teacher.
Was eventually invited to his shack, and have been "dead
keen" ever since that visit.
Was an SWL for about 5 years, with 80-metre rag-chew nets and
DX on 20 metres my main interests. Did more or less get DXCC
as an SWL, and my first real receiver was an Eddystone 640,
which was financed by "spud" picking in my summer holidays.
School studies and finance curtailed my advancement, but was
"called up" for National Service in the R.A.F. as a wireless
operator. Trained and schooled at Compton Bassett, and during
my course eventually got my ticket as GW3LQP.
Within 6 weeks of getting GW3LQP I was posted to Singapore,
those days VS1, now 9V1, where I spent 27 enjoyable months as
VS1JF at the "peak of the cycle" 1957-1959. It was real
amateur radio in those days. The transmitter was an old
ET4436, with a BC221 as a VFO, and a I was the proud
possessor of an AR88 receiver. The antenna was a "long wire"
beamed - guess where - on G land or, even better, GW!
Shortly after my arrival, a well known DXer arrived in the
island in the form of Frank Johnstone, G3IDC, of "IRIS" fame.
He taught me a great deal about DXing and he worked a DXCC in
29 days which was good in those days. The only trouble - he
was on 24 hours a day and his callsign was VS1FJ, the
opposite to mine, which caused a good deal of confusion when
chasing DX.
Those days you had to spend 12 months on CW before going on
phone, but it was good, working W6s by key clicks they were
so strong, and even XZs by the dozen! A few of you remember
XZ2TH I'm sure.
VS1JF operation produced 200 countries, and many friends in
Singapore and around the world! Competition on the island was
keen but very friendly, and I am still in touch with my
rivals in those days - Des Shepherd, G3LCS, of A61AA fame who
was VS1HQ, and Mike Matthews, G3JFF, who was VS1HU. Also Dave
Parr, G3MIR, now in HTA country.
Another interesting item of my stay in the Far East was a
short stay in VS6 for about 2 months, where I operated Pat
O'Brien's station, VS6AE (great callsign on CW), a great
combination - good DXer - an Irishman - with JA xyl!
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Also, in January
operator to the
going to be the
job fell through
helpers on the
VS1BB/VS9, April

1958, I was appointed personal wireless
newly appointed H.C. in Mahe in VS9M and was
first ham in the Maldives. Unfortunately the
at the last minute! So I was one of the
first expedition to VS9M, Barry Bonser,
1958!

Returned to my native GW in June 1959, via 4S7 where I was
nearly killed on landing - VS9A - 24 hours stay with Chlorine
beer and flies, and El Adam, 5A2CV with Bill Weston, G3BBF,
who was at the helm for a long time there.
When back in the UK, started as GW3LQP. DXCC was achieved
again, using a KW Vanguard, AR88 (the same one I used in VS1)
and a G4ZU beam. Very poor QTH really, against a bloody big
Welsh hill. No LP working ZL or VK or even PYs plus, although
only 22 miles from Wenvoe TV transmitter, it was a fringe
area on Channel 5, 63MHz.
Caused so much trouble that the girl next door decided if you
can't beat him, join him, so I got married and QSYed to
foreign "G". Joined the Post Office Cable and Wireless as an
operator on the overseas telegraph circuits and have been
there ever since.
The early sixties were spent in Goodmayes, Ilford, Essex,
still DXing, mainly on CW, but limited activity, and under
the shadow of Laurie, G3UML's dad, G3NMR, and mum Sylvia.
1966 saw the move to Reading, to a brand new ham-picked
house.
DX activity increased. Equipment then was a KW2000B, KW1000
linear and an MP33 antenna. In 1968 a good friend of mine
Stan Butlin, G3MRP, was posted back to my old QTH in
Singapore - RAF Changi. Started to keep daily skeds with him
and out of this evolved the "British Commonwealth Net" for
which I was N.C. and which ran for about 5 years! Not only
was I N.C. but also QSL manager for many stations.
The net met daily at 1430 GMT, summer time on 21354, winter
time 14170kHz. We had many rare stations checking in, 5X5NA,
ZD9BM, VS9M, ZB2, ZLs and VKs, P29, 9H1 and even JY1 on many
occasions, and many, many others. All good things must come
to an end so when conditions dipped 1973/74 it ended. As
usual, many friends were made all over the world, notable
Carl Reda, VQ9R, in Seychelles and, of course, Darlene,
WA5FQX, who checked in from all of her 39 countries she
visited in the early 1970s.
As a result of my friendship with VQ9R, I visited Seychelles
in November 1976 for 3 weeks. Just a holiday you understand,
but managed to work 104 countries in 19 days as VQ9RB and
visited many interesting islands around! Fantastic!
In September 1981 I visited Calgary, Alberta. In Calgary
there were 4 guys, all VE6s, who came from the Reading area
but who didn't know each other over here. I did operate
G3LQP/VE6, but it was a holiday with non-DXers, so activity
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was limited. I found propagation strange in the Canadian
Rockies!
After we entertained Darlene and Joe in June 1984 they
finally persuaded me to visit them. This I did in September
1984, for three weeks. Again, only for a holiday, but managed
to work 121 countries in 20 days as G3LQP/W5. Perhaps the
highlight of the visit was G3LQP being the guest DX speaker,
together with George, AD1S (QSL man for Jarvis and many
others), at the DX Convention in Hot Springs.
That's my brief story folks. I reckon DXing is a drug, but a
very pleasant one without any ill side-effects. To me, I
still marvel even today that one can still communicate with
friends all over the world from one's own shack. This was
brought home to me when I visited VQ9, when I worked a GW pal
in my home town of Pontypool who was using an indoor 20-metre
dipole.
BCNU. Roger, G3LQP

(Editor's note: I invited Roger to write the above because I
believe it's an interesting way for members to get to know
each other. Further contributions will be welcome, though I
cannot expect them all to be as fascinating as Roger's tale.
If none are received, I may have to start twisting some
arms!)

DATE FOR THE DIARY Please note that this year's HF Convention
will be held on Sunday 28th September, once again at the
Belfry Hotel near Oxford (very much Chiltern home ground).
The format will be similar to last year, and CDXC has already
offered to host the evening buffet again. This is THE event
for UK DXers, so mark the date in your diaries now!

That's it for this issue. It would have been a couple of
pages longer but I had a minor disaster with the computer.
I'll try to make amends with a bumper issue next time.
73 es DX
Don Field, G3XTT
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The above chart of expected propagation conditions is for the Islard
of
Bora Bo;-a, in French Polynesia. Jim, KURK and Viv, KDOLJ will be
(IRV as FOOSSJ and FOOWLV respectively from May 7-19. They will be
especially ORV an 40 and 80m and
possibly 160m, although the chart
`suggests EU will be lucky to
hear them on 40m, let alone the others!

SUNRISE/SUNSET TIMES FOR MAY 15
London
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Obviously, LF conditions are dying off with the approach of summer but
there should be good N-S paths during our
evenings.
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• America's Oldest Weekly Amateur Radio Publication •

Peter I Island, off the coast of Antarctica, is a
DXCC country waiting to happen.
Peter I was "preapproved" for addition to the
DXCC country list by ARRL in 1983. The country awaits
only a valid radio operation to be added to the list
of active countries. As the accompanying letter
suggests, such an operation will be most difficult
History of Peter I
Peter I Island was discovered in 1821 by the
Russian explorer Bellingshausen, but more than 100
years would pass before anyone would actually set foot
on the 11x6-mile island. In 1929, several members of a
Norwegian research team from the vessel Norvegia
landed through the heavy surf, and even erected a
small hut. This landing formed the basis of Norway's
territorial claim on Peter I, which led, in turn, to
its status as a potential new one.
Since 1929, only a handful of explorers have
landed on the island. The second landing didn't occur
until 1982, when 10 persons from the World
Discoverer ship braved the icebergs and rocks that
surround the island. The island offers no safe landing
site, and all recent landings have been via rubber
rafts. Peter I is frequently surrounded by pack ice
all year, and the island itself is completely covered
with ice and snow, except where it is too steep for
the ice to stick!
All this indicates that an expedition to Peter I
would be far more difficult than the Heard Island
trip. What may be worse is the 5750' mountain in the
middle of the island, and steep cliffs everywhere. A
Peter I operation may well suffer the same problem
Malpelo DXpeditions encounter: the only possible
operating site is blocked from several directions. The
West Coast always takes a beating in Malpelo
operations, and the 200' cliff next to the 'landing
site' on Peter I could adversely affect propagation to
some parts of the world.
Given the difficulties of a Peter I DXpedition,
many top DXers hope that no such operation ever takes
place, and Peter I is allowed to slip back into
obscurity.
'Thanks to WB6ZUC and WhOSP for their assistance.'
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PETER I ISLAND
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Peter I Island

to US

SPECIAL
REPORT

Dear Friends:
Let me first thank all those who contracted me
about this possible new DXCC, after my message in
W1YL/4's "How's DX" column. Tremendously encouraging
to know so many experienced people are willing to
volunteer for such a difficult operation as a visit to
this island must be.
The latest landing on Peter I Island was made by
crew and passengers from the "Lindblad Explorer," on
Wednesday 8 February 1984. Among those going ashore
was WB3KLQ, who has written a detailed journal of this
rare landing. Through W6Y0 I received this journal,
and some of my decision below is based on what is
written there.
During mid-and late-1984 I was in contact with a
Norwegian shipping company, who owns two vessels that
are fit for going into the Antarctic ice. Both
vessels, one based in Norway, and one in Canada, are
ice-strengthened, to be able to cut through heavy fast
and pack ice. The "Polar Star" is the inspection
vessel of the Governor of Svalbard,and goes through
such waters most of the year.
The reason why I wish to use a well equipped and
secure vessel for such a journey like the one down far
south, is based on knowledge from e.g. the Jim Smith
expedition to Heard a few years back. I under no
circumstances wish to be left with a vessel that
cannot be fully trusted, in terms of fuel drain,
capability to encounter heavy ice, and other vital
details. The two Norwegian vessels I have viewed are
both 100% effective, and are the only two vessels that
I know of in Norway I would want to use.
There is, however, a lot of money involved in
hiring a vessel of this kind. I calculated what a
complete payment just for the vessel would cost us herein a total of four weeks' journey each way south
and north, including a stopover either in Argentina or
the Falkland Islands, and two weeks' stay at Peter I
Island - and the sum came to around 350-400,000
U.S.dollars, around 3 million NOK (Norwegian kroner).
And as HF propagation conditions presently is nearing
a record low for the past 20-25 years - such a sum of
money is really not worth it. So for the time being, I
do not intend to make an effort to travel to Peter I
Island.
I think such, as HF propagation again improves
toward 1990, I will again start thinking about going,
but now I neither have the money nor the will to start
planning something I am sure to end up broke from.
Good luck to those who already announce plans to
operate from the island, I hope they make it.
Enclosed with this message is a summary of those
who coutacted me about the "How's DX" article, to
date. I hope that by distributing such a list, we will
at a later date perhaps be able to make something out
of this. Now we know who really are interested - and
perhaps form a group of enthusiasts. Meanwhile, let us
wish KD7P on board the "Polar Sea" and the Japanese on
board the fishing vessel good luck. I hope they make
it, but honestly I do not expect them to.
If, when, there's something new, I will be in
touch. 73!
- Geir Stokkeland JW5VAA
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